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76 Corlett Drive, currently being developed in Johannesburg’s leafy northern 
suburbs, will combine structural simplicity and intrinsic green design with 
trailblazing sustainable technology. This will create the ‘most sustainable building 
in Africa’, as measured by the Living Building Challenge – a deep bionomic 
system developed by Canadian architect Jason F. McLennan – and will set a new 
standard for green buildings in Africa. Such a project requires deep ecological 
thinking and a resourceful team. 
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Sustain able 
design blossoms

Location:  Melrose North, Johannesburg
Type of building: Commercial
Green Star rating:  Targeting 6-Star Green Star Office 

Design v1.1
Project dates:  November 2019 – Late 2020 
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CONTEMPORARY  //    EFFECIENT    //   EXCELLENT

Koen & Associates Architecture is an award-winning Design & Build, infrastructure development company. Refi ned over the last 8 
years of business, our proven track record puts you as the customer at the center.

Successful projects require complex teams, and our in-house team of expert designers, quantity surveyors, projects managers, 
contract managers, site foremen and support staff, will work out every single detail of your project and exceed your expectations.

The Design-Build delivery model is the better project delivery method. Single point accountability means that agreed upon devel-
oper project goals form the organizational compass for the entire team and project.

We design spaces that improve the occupant’s quality of life using an aesthetic that pushes the boundary while being sensitive to 
the environment. Koen & Associates Architects view design as holistic process; this process considers human needs while inter-
preting the main commercial objectives of the building.

           email: Info@koenarch.co.za  
           tell:  011 262 4825  
           cell: 086 695 3271

           location: 3 Centex Close
                          Brooklyn Place

                          Strathavon,
                          2031                           

www.facebook.com/koenarch.co.za www.instagram.com/architectkoen twitter.com/ArchitectKoen 
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Anyone who has visited the northern suburbs 
of Johannesburg, after being away for some 
time, will be astonished by how quickly 
the cityscape has changed. Statuesque and 

striking new buildings now stand where dated 80s-style 
corporate offices and faded old houses used to be. Many 
of these buildings boast the green credentials that their 
corporate tenants and the customers of those tenants’ 
demand, but none can aspire to the eco-friendly heights 
that 76 Corlett Drive will achieve when it’s completed 
in late 2020. 

“The decision to aim for the most sustainable 
building in Africa was driven by the directors of 
Legaro Properties, who wanted to improve on the 
outstanding achievement of 78 Corlett Drive [76’s next-
door neighbour], which achieved a 6-Star Green Star 
Office Design rating with 78 points, making it South 
Africa’s highest Green Star-rated new build for 2018,” 
says lead architect on the project, Enrico Daffonchio 
from Daffonchio & Associates Architects. 

“We suggested to Legaro that our starting point 
be a theoretical maximum sum of Green Star points, 
achieved by editing out mutually-exclusive features. 
We then used the resulting ‘wish list’, prepared with 
the assistance of Solid Green Consulting [Green Star 
accredited professionals], as our initial design brief.” 

The resulting building concept was, by that point, 
eligible for Net Zero ratings in water and carbon. 

“Solid Green then proposed that the design be tested 
against the Living Building Challenge (LBC) criteria, and 
by doing so, we realised that we were close enough to 
push the design still further and create a regenerative 
building,” says Daffonchio. With their vision being to 
provide the best working environment, which is also 
sustainable, Legaro’s directors were enthusiastically 
supportive of this, and the process towards delivering 
a regenerative building began.

While at first glance the three-storey office block 
seems unassuming, Daffonchio says that the bold 
sustainability objectives were the starting point of the 
design. “The shape and feel of the building are very 
much driven by the ambitious technical requirements 
and the reality of making the project work financially, 
hence the structural simplicity and certain choices  
of finishes.”

Annelide Sherratt, senior sustainable building 
consultant at Solid Green agrees: “We started this 
project completely differently, with the architects 
spending a lot of time in workshops with us to fully 
understand the various sustainability requirements 
first, before embarking on the design development. 
This meant that the architects were able to incorporate 
all specifications right from conception.”

Daffonchio says that creating a building with this 
level of sustainability credentials does not necessarily 
mean equipping it with the latest and most expensive 
green technology. “The ‘deep green’ is both in the 
skin of this building – with its considered passive 

The façade cladding 
system will be designed for 
disassembly and captured 
rainwater will be used for 
irrigation of either xeriscaping 
or a food garden on the roof.

‘Living buildings’ are healthy, 
beautiful, regenerative spaces that 

connect occupants to light, air, food, 
nature and community. They are 
self-sufficient and remain within 
the resource limits of their site, 

producing more energy than they  
use and collecting and treating  

all water on site.
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solar design – and in the innovative design of the 
internal services. There are several innovations that 
we have developed with the professional team, in 
particular water and HVAC. Our approach was not to 
‘throw money’ at a solution, but rather to redesign and 
redesign until we achieved exceptional performance 
for standard cost. The HVAC, for example, is now in 
its sixth complete revision, where at each step the team 
has managed to improve efficiency, while keeping costs 
in check,” he says.

Sherratt adds that the project is targeting the 
maximum 10 innovation points that form part of 
the Green Star rating score. “One of these points – 
exceeding local connectivity requirements by having 
more than eight amenities within walking distance – 
was made possible by the site’s proximity to Melrose 
Arch. Other points where we hope to score, are applying 
for more than one Green Star certification – in this 
case Net Zero Water and Carbon as well as the Living 
Building Challenge – installing live metering and going 
over-and-above by achieving 90-100 Green Star points.”

Amazingly, the team says that there were no lightbulb 
moments or strokes of genius. “Goethe said that genius 
is one percent inspiration and 99 percent perspiration. 
The project is a shining example of this: every member 
of the client and professional teams worked tirelessly 
and in perfect synergy to achieve an outstanding 
technical result,” says Daffonchio.

Sherratt wholeheartedly agrees, saying that the 
project would not be possible without the client, who 
is dedicated to sustainability and practising what they 
believe in. “I also highly commend the architects for 
being willing to learn and committed to incorporating 
sustainability into their design from the get go. In fact, 
the entire project team went the extra mile to make 
this project a success by thinking outside of the box, 
not taking the conventional route and always seeking 
new technologies.”

Georgina Smit, head of sector development and 
market transformation at the GBCSA says that the 
GBCSA applauds Legaro and the professional team 
for their commitment to such incredible sustainability 

targets. “We’ve yet to have a project achieve the full 
100 Green Star points, which would only be possible 
if the complete spectrum of sustainability and net 
zero is considered according to integrated, holistic 
design principles.” 

Smit adds that the GBCSA developed the Net Zero 
accreditation to reward regenerative design, within 
the African property sector, and encourage projects 
to move beyond simply reducing their impact and 
instead positively redress their impact. “We need more 
projects like this to strive for net zero in order to drive 
change now,” she says. 

Of course, no project is without its challenges, and 
this one – with its lofty sustainability ambitions – has 
had its share, even before breaking ground. 

For Daffonchio, the main challenge has been to 
develop a water regenerative building in an arid climate 
like Johannesburg, with extremely seasonal rains and 
polluted groundwater. 

For Sherratt, targeting the highest Green Star rating 
in the history of Solid Green was a major challenge, and 
complying with the requirements for the LBC, which 
has not yet been implemented in Africa, was a steep 
learning curve for the whole team. However, she adds 
that the learning curve was also a blessing, as the LBC 
is the way forward for sustainable building and cities.

The Living Building Challenge 
standard uses a flower as 
a metaphor to illustrate the 
principle of regenerative 
buildings like 76 Corlett Drive.

The shape and feel of the building 
are very much driven by the 

ambitious technical requirements 
and the reality of making the project 
work financially, hence the structural 

simplicity and certain choices  
of finishes.
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According to its website, the LBC’s regenerative 
design framework is used to create spaces that give 
more than they take; creating a positive impact on the 
human and natural systems that interact with them. 
‘Living buildings’ are healthy, beautiful, regenerative 
spaces that connect occupants to light, air, food, nature 
and community. They are self-sufficient and remain 
within the resource limits of their site, producing 
more energy than they use and collecting and treating 
all water on site.

“Regenerative design is about thinking ahead, where 
professionals must design with the future in mind every 
step of the way. As opposed to sustainably designed 
buildings, which are based on the concept of only 
using the minimum resources required, regenerative 
buildings are designed and operated to actually 
reverse damage and have a net-positive impact on 
the environment,” says Sherratt.

Sustainable design – as admirable as it is – is founded 
upon the concept of ‘do no additional harm’ or ‘use only 
what you need, and no more.’ It is built on the notion 
that we merely seek to sustain our own existence, our 
own individual environments and leave enough for 
future generations. However, no matter how sparingly 
we use resources – especially the 7.7 billion of us 
across the world and counting – the fact is that those 
resources will eventually be depleted. Regenerative 
design allows us to use the resources we need, and 
then restore those resources. 

“Now imagine if every building was a regenerative 
building: a healthy, efficient, ecologically-restorative 
space for their community. Imagine if every city 
preserved their architectural heritage while expanding 
only in a regenerative way. This is my take on 
regenerative architecture and, I believe, it must be 
our vision,” concludes Daffonchio.  

Cyclist routes and 
dedicated walkable 
pedestrian routes  
lead to the entrance  
of the building.

The Living Building Challenge (LBC) was 
developed by the International Living 
Future Institute (ILFI) with the mandate of 
leading transformation toward a civilisation 

that is socially just, culturally rich, and ecologically 
restorative. The core principle of the LBC is that 
buildings should mimic nature and natural systems. 
The standard uses a flower as a metaphor to illustrate 
this principle because a flower is rooted in its place 
and harvests all its water from the rain and all its 
energy from the sun. Comprised of integrated systems, 
a flower is also perfectly adapted to its climate and 
operates pollution-free. Above all, it is beautiful.

When these principles are applied to a building, 
the building is required to operate perfectly 
within the climate where it is located; to harvest 
sufficient rainwater to provide for the needs of its 
occupants, and to collect sufficient energy from 
solar panels and other renewable energy systems to 
provide the building with all its energy needs. It is  
also required to provide a healthy indoor 
environment by using no harmful chemicals in 
the manufacture of the building materials and 
furniture while being beautiful and acting as an 
inspiration to others.

But is the LBC a reality for South Africa? As 
a seasoned green building practitioner, Marloes 
Reinink of Solid Green Consulting believes that 

ThE LIvIng BUILDIng ChALLEngE In SoUTh AFrICA

the LBC can, and should, be implemented in local 
projects. In 2016, Reinink signed up to become South 
Africa’s first ambassador for the Living Building 
Challenge. “The role of an ambassador is to spread 
the word about the challenge in your country. This 
work keeps me motivated and realistic that there is 
still a long way to go, in terms of greening the built 
environment. But it is really motivating to experience 
positive feedback from attendees. We all want to make 
a difference and this standard pushes the boundaries 
towards being truly restorative,” she says.

Currently, there are three projects in South Africa 
registered for LBC certification – two residential 
projects in Cape Town and a commercial project, 
76 Corlett Drive, in Johannesburg.

To assist with spreading the message and sharing 
knowledge around the restorative principles of the 
LBC, Reinink has started a Living Future Collaborative 
in South Africa. The intention is also to identify 
regulatory barriers to implementing an LBC project 
and to lobby the government to bring about policy 
change. As green design becomes the new business-
as-usual, this move effectively takes sustainability in 
the built environment to the next level.
For more information please email 
lbc.collaborative.rsa@gmail.com 
or marloes@solidgreen.co.za
Visit: www.living-future.org  
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